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SGA may impeach
Senator Mark Dobeck
By Tom Griesser
Staff Reporter
Student Government Association
(SGA) President Bob Wolf tried unsuccessfully last night to impeach Mark
Dobeck, SGA state and communityaffairs coordinator.
Wolf called Dobeck's SGA activities
"a disgrace," and called on the senate
to begin impeachment proceedings
against him. However, the senate
decided to wait until next week's
meeting to decide Dobeck's future,
following a tie vote on whether to create
a probationary period in place of impeachment proceedings.
Wolf charged that Dobeck has a poor
attendance record at SGA and Faculty
Senate meetings, and that Dobeck did a
poor job last spring of researching the
implications of Ohio House Bill 191
which involved appropriations towards
higher education.
THE IMPEACHMENT of a SGA
member is rare. Wolf admitted, but
added. "In my view, I think the issue
has gone far enough. "

Dobeck replied that he had broken his
hand the second week of this quarter,
and that the injury and the visits to outof-town doctors hampered his SGA
activities. He added that during the last
week he has been active in SGA voter
registration activities.
At next Monday's SGA meeting, at 9
p.m. in the West Blue Lounge of
Founders Quad, SGA will consider
possible probationary or impeachment
actions against Dobeck.
A vote of two-thirds by the senate is
required for impeachment, which
would send the case to the Student
Arbitration Board for a final decision.
In other action. SGA voted to consider
a volunteer snow removal service for
this winter. Under the proposal made
by Wolf, students from dormitories and
fraterntiy and sorority houses would be
responsible to remove snow from
specified sidewalks and handicap
ramps in return for such things as
basketball tickets or a reception with
University President Hollis A. Moore
Jr.
SGA also approved a subcommittee's
selection of Kim S. McDonald as the
representative for Founders Quad.

Nswtpholo by Lorry Koyaer

ROBIN PHEI.PS, ASTRIDE her horse "Princess." demonstrates a
different mode of campus transportation. The two provided a

Inside the News

welcome diversion for bored residence hall occupants and students
slaving away over rlasswork yesterday afternoon.

What about landlords?

FEATURES.. .That old keyhole into the stories behind the stories.
•Around the University,' is back. Get the scoop on page 4.
NEWS. . .The Bowling Green City Council met last night. Managing
editor Dennis J. Sadowski was there and the story is on page 3.
F.DITORIAIS.. .Is there really any reason why you shouldn't take
that apple without paying for it in the cafeteria line? There sure is,
you could ""' hinted The News thlnVa Udfl may not be the real
solution t" ' ileteriii thefts Pag«- .
SPORTS. . .How 'bout them Falcons, folks'1 News sports editor
Terry Goodman has the line on what made the footbal team fly over
the Kent State Flashes Saturday. Page 8.

Weather
Rain possible
Hlgh5SF(13C|
I»w3SF(2C)
40 percent chance of rain

Tenant complaints

Fairness claimed

By Roger K. Lowe
Staff Reporter

Most landlords are not out to "get" their tenants, said Douglas R.
Valentine, owner of a large company in the city that handles rental
properties.
Students pay rent and thus are entitled to good facilities, he said.
"We're here to serve people." Valentine said. "Without the students,
we're not in business. We need students and they need us. "

landlords are cursed for their unfair treatment of tenants in the same
breath as incorrigible used car dealers and politicians. Sometimes,
however, tenants take advantage of landlords.
James C. Gibson, a sanitarian at the Wood County Health Department,
541W. Woostcr St.. said his department receives complaints from tenants
about landlords and complaints from landlords about tenants.
landlord complaints concern tenants'property destruction, garbage
problems and unattended lawns, he said.
UNCUT WEEDS and grass detract from property's appearance and
may become a breeding place for insects, he explained.
A tenant may take advantage of a landlord, according to Paul
R. M. Nobell, sanitarian at the Wood County Health Department.
Occasionally a tenant pays the security deposit and the first month's rent
with no intention to pay subsequent month's rent.
The health department has no control in matters of this nature, Nobell
said, adding they are civil cases to be handled by the courts.
Another complaint of landlords concerns tenants who keep pets In their
apartments in violation of the terms of leases, he said. This creates a
problem for the landlord because the carpet must be cleaned and many
times the furniture is scratched and stained by pets.
TENANTS OFTEN will not admit to keeping pets in apartments even if
evidence is found, Nobell said.
On the other hand, many tenant complaints about landlords concern
unfulfilled agreements, he noted.
"If you want something, get it in writing. There may be a need for
action, but legally, there's nothing to do," Nobell advised prospective
tenants.
Most landlords honor agreements made with tenants, he added.
Both tenant and landlord responsibilities are explained In a law passed
in 1974. The landlord-tenant law also includes guidelines for complaints
by either the landlord or the tenant.

VALENTINE SAID he keeps his living units in as good condition as
passible.
"We try not to have a second class unit," he said.
Valentine said that if he keeps the living units in good condition, he
expects his tenants to pay their rent on time.
Tenants in Valentine's rental units must pay their rent by the third of
the month.
IF THE TENANT has not paid his rent by the fifth, a SI charge is added
for each day it is late, he said. A late rent reminder is sent to non-paying
tenants about a week after the rent was due.
If the rent still is not paid, the tenant is given a warning before a suit is
filed, Valentine said. Legal eviction proceedings follow if necessary.
Valentine said he is flexible when working with students who have
grant checks arriving in the middle of the month.
"We have to keep communication open with them," he said.
MOST STUDENTS do not realize that if they are evicted, the landlord
still can collect rent for the rest of the year, Valentine said.
"It's just like a legal contract," he said. "The lease must be paid in full
at the time of the eviction."
Tenants rarely are evicted, Valentine said. Most of the time rent is
paid before an eviction occurs.
Valentine said he tries to prevent misunderstandings by giving tenants
copies of leases to study before signing.
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# Alcoholics, families get mutual support
■^ICwMOMSITl* from local anonymous self-help groups
A

is the final part
Editors Note: This Is
.. ...... ._
in a series about. alcoholism
In ■*.._.,
Wood
County.
By Tom Smith
For an alcoholic or his family there
are three support groups in the community: Alcoholic's Anonymous (AA),
Al-Anon and Al-Ateen.
AA is a mutual support group for
alcoholics trying to deal with their
problem. Should an alcoholic desire
help and need AA they can reach a
member by calling the Link (352-1545).
According to Carl, who refuted in
give his last name, an AA member,
'he chapter can arrange for detox ification a' St. Vincent Hospital in
Tolrrtn or I.ima St. Rose Hospital.
Th's can be nairi for by Blue Cross
or most in trance programs.
N»w«pho»o by G«<ry N*n,#tt«

BOB HII .I.SHAFFER SHOUTS words of encouragement on the
bullhorn to the counseling staffs of Rogers and Founders as they
enter the 21st hour of a non-stop tennis tournament. The marathon
was held to raise money for the United Way while residents of the
two complexes accepted donations and pledges on the Conklin
courts. Beth Rooney (under blanket) gets warmed-up to complete
the final'three hours of the contest.

THERE ARE 115 meetings of AA
every week in Northwest Ohio, Carl
said. "The group therapy doesn't do
any good unless you admit to your
problem and help yourself." he said.
"To an alcoholic one drink or 100 is no\
enough."
"An alcoholic can give a non-alcoholic a

'snow-job'. But nobody is forcing you to
_•_>.... If
■■ a. personihasn't
u ......
... ..
drink.
been there,
then it is hard to call their bluff." Carl
said.
"It is a hard job. You need to take it a
day at a time. The best way to help
yourself is one-step-at-a-time. The first
step is to admit that you are powerless
over alcohol and your life isn't
manageable." he said.
AA meets at 8 p.m. every Sunday at
Peace Lutheran Church, 1028 West
Pearl SL The public is welcome to
attend.
AL-ANON AND Al-Ateen are closely
related groups. Both operate on the
group therapy principle of AA, but are
for family members with an alcoholic
relative.
Al-Anon is for spouses of alcoholics.
"The purpose is not to learn how to help
your husband to quit drinking-but to
help yourself," said Ethel, an Al-Anon
member. She said the illness can affect
the alcoholic's entire family.
At the meetings members discuss
their problems and help each other.
"Life is important and we need to be
able to help ourselves," Ethel said.
Al-Anon members follow the 12 steps
of AA, she said.
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Y0U MUST
m}ST REALIZE that you
""YOU
havp thp
rmwpr nvpr
don't have
the power
over thp
the alcoholic
or alcohol end nothing you can do helps
the acoholic to stop drinking," Ethel
said. They follow a one-day-at-a-time
approach similar to AA's.
An increasing problem is that of
teenage alcoholics.
"A pair in our group feels that it has
helped their mental health because at
first they didn't know what to do or
where to turn. Everybody just told
them to tell their kid to stop drinking,"
she said.
The local Al-Anon group .mostly is
composed of women with alcoholic
husbands.

"MORE MEN LIKE to attend but
hesitate. It cuts across all economic
barriers here and University people are
no exception," Ethel said.
The group meets at 7:45 p.m. each
Tuesday at Peace Lutheran Church;
the Al-Ateen group meets at the same
time and same place.
"Al-Ateen helps you live with your
parents and friends and accept those
you meet." said Jill, an Al-Ateen
member.
A teenager needs to accept the

realities of alcohol, that you can,
can not
i
chance the alcoholic, she said. "The
'T
change
alcoholic leaves a bad thing in their
mind, they have stereotypes for their
parents, for instance, 'all dads drink',"
Jill said.
The group helps teens realize that
others are in the same situation they
are, she said.

It's cold!!!
Record low temperatures were set
across Ohio early yesterday, with
Toledo registering 21 degrees, a state
record.
Toledo's previous record was 23
degrees, set a year ago.
Findlay broke its record with 24
degrees while Dayton recorded 25,
Columbus 26 and Cincinnati 23, ■!>■
cording to the National Weather Service
Grayling, Mich., reported an overnight low of 17 degrees, the lowest
temperature in the nation.
The weather service promises increasing cloudiness and warmer
temperatures by tomorrow and It la
expected to approach 60 degrees
Thursday and Friday.

opinion
arrests for food theft
The University has taken up a double-edged sword against food theft In
the dining halls.
First, Mona I. Pugh, director of residence dining, requested an Interview
with a News reporter and said $60,000 Is lost annually from food theft.
She stressed that students pay for the theft through higher prices.
By doing so, she shocked students by the amount of the loss, (which is
an "in-house" estimate) and so served to make students open their eyes.
You can bet some students now will be reporting thefts by their counterparts.
Second, and more Important, was the University's statement that any
student caught stealing food —apples, oranges, cookies, you name
It—will be prosecuted beginning Thursday.
That means an arrest and a criminal record.
The decision to prosecute students was made after officials in auxiliary
support services discussed a theft of a carton of yogurt, where the thief
was questioned by police and then referred to the Office of Standards and
Procedures.
Although the News does not condone stealing by any means, the
University statement seems harsh.
A police record cannot be escaped. It follows students everywhere and
even can ruin a person's chance for many jobs. Although students have.
In effect, been warned that they will be prosecuted, some will continue to
steal. And if they are caught, they will have a record. It's that simple.
Second, perhaps the University is approaching the problem from the
wrong angle. Like society, dining service personnel are attacking the
problem after the fact. Instead of punishing, why doesn't the University
check out why students steal?
Don't they receive enough coupons? Are servings too small? Is there
resentment that they aren't getting enough for their money?
These are not excuses for stealing, but perhaps consideration of these
questions can help put the problem In perspective.
Improved dining hall — student relationships combined with better
University measures against theft and moderate punishments should be
used instead of a blunt statement that students will be prosecuted.
Then, perhaps, the sword the University wields will be less damaging
and inore effective.

$1 billion a year
American taxpayers are losing money again — about $1 billion a year.
According to Joseph A. Califano. secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare, that's the amount lost each year through government payments
of Ineligible Medicaid claims.
Califano said a review of outlays from April to September. 1976, Indicates that 4.7 million Medicaid claims totaling $229 million were
improperly paid.
On an annual basis, when state matching funds are Included, the total
amount wasted on these fraudulent claims adds up to $1 billion a year.
What is even more appalling is that of 250 million Medicaid transactions screened by HEW, 47,000 questionable cases involving doctors
and druggists were uncovered.
Of these cases, only 2.500 are being investigated on a state-by-state
basis for criminal prosecution or civil action.
Swift action should be taken in a case such as this to prevent further
losses through fraudulent Medicaid claims. It also Is important to have a
complete and thorough screening system to weed out ineligible claims.
Hew and Califano seem to have done an acceptable job so far In keeping
Medicaid payments on the straight and narrow, but what good Is their
work if it is not followed through? Money Is too precious to waste in
amounts of $1 billion a year.

.Letters
redneck
battle cry
"Reverse discrimination"...a
fascinating phrase! It now seems to be
in vogue to chant this redneck battle
cry at every opportunity.
However, do those who so freely use
the phrase ever really think about the
logic of the idea which it attempts to
express? I think not
Discrimination is, by definition, an
act of predjudice against a minority
who possess certain characteristics
considered to be unfavorable.
Mr. Bakke (in the California case)
does not fit the above definition of a
victim of discrimination. He already
holds a degree in engineering from one
University and a degree in aerospace
technology from another. Before applying to the University in question, he
held a steady job in the aerospace industry.
Now, I challenge anyone to justify the
use of the word discrimination in
regards to this man. If he were to apply
to another University, his chances of
being accepted are far better than the
chances of the minority which replaced
him at the University in question.
Allow me to sum It up
mathematically. If A is less the B, the

only way to make the equasion equal is
to subtract from B and give to A.
Sociologically. A (minority) is less than
B (W.A.S.P.). Therefore, we subtract
from B (W.A.S.P.l and give to A
i minority i.
Is there any other way to solve the
equasion? I think not.
Jon A. Shultz
Commuter Center

sign it please
I would like to reply to an anonymous
letter sent to me Friday concerning a
story I wrote that appeared in Thursday's BG News. The author of the
letter criticized my use of "chairman"
in an Academic Council story. The style
of the BG News is to use "chairman"
rather than "chairperson" or "chair"
or anything else you prefer.
If you disagree with this policy, talk
to my editor. She will explain why we
use "chairman."
Roger K.Lowe
Staff Reporter

BO N«n
PS. My name appears with the stories I
write, but I seemed to have missed your
signature on your letter.

let's hear from you
iNtwiwtlra
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'judgment is founded on truth...'

guest columnist

affirmative action not endangered
In recent days the national scrutiny
has been turned toward the impending
Supreme Court decision on trie Allen
Bakke case.
In the unlikely event that you have
missed the fray, a brief summary:
Bakke Is a white male who was twice
denied admission to the medical school
at UC-Davis.
He contended in court that because
the school had allocated sixteen of its

Taking the latter argument first a
basic principle on which the American
system of jurisprudence over a
presumed benefit to society.
Ultimately, by protecting individual
rights, society as a whole will benefit,
and we will avoid John Stuart Mill's
tyranny of the majority.
THE CLASSIC CASE in point is the
Miranda decision, in which the Court

If Bakke wins there will be some scurrying about and
some nervous, nail-biting amoung confused bureaurocrats.
one hundred seats to minorities, he was
the victim of "reverse discrimination."
A California court agreed.
A manifestation of the emotionalism
that the case has engendered is the
widely-held belief that it will ba a
"landmark" decision, analogous to the
1954 Brown rulling outlawing
segregation.
THIS BELIEF, however, I suspect is
mere biliousness, symptomatic n< our
1970's penchant for government by
crisis rather than government by
management But before I explain
why, two points must be made clear.
1. There is no dodging the fact that
the admissions policy at UC-Davis is a
quota system, with the freight of implications, some nasty, that the term
carries.
2. The admissions criteria at UCDavis are quantifiable, based on GPA
and the results of an admissions test.
Subjective criteria such as extracurricular activities or the outcome
of an interview do not muddle the issue.
On the numerical criteria, Bakke did
outrank at least some of the minority
students.

ruled that despite the fact that society
might suffer, the rights of the accused
in an arrest and prosecution must be
scrupulously protected.
Thus, if an illegal search of my home
yields fifty kilos of uncut heroin, that
evidence would be Inadmissable in a
court, despite the clear fact that society
would gain by my conviction on the
basis of that evidence. Otherwise, my
home would be a thoroughfare for any
policemen who cared to enter, with
reason or not.
Consequently, while it is emphatically true that mast right-thinking
people would accede to the social
desirability of a medical school
producing a significant number of
minority doctors, this is beside the
point. Allan Bakke's rights are of more
importance.
OTHERWISE, and this is a key point,

our legal system would contain little to
preclude the establishment at UCDavis or elsewhere, of a policy
guaranteeing admission to 86 per cent
whites, in spite of the application of
seventeen or twenty-five or one hundred qualified minorities.
I am not blind to the large social
issue. We need Blacks, women,
Chicanos, or the handicapped in
positions of responsibility.
But to
uphold the present UC admissions
system on the basis of this argument
would be to sancton. legally, a similar
policy for say, women, or Chicanos, or
native Americans-and then for Black
women, Chicano women, and native
American women, and so on. In sum,
we would be institutionalizing the very
stratification we are trying to interdict

matters once they are part of an
organization.
If Bakke wins, thrre will be some
scurying about and nevous nail-biting
among confused bureaucats. But after
a period of decent mourning, and after
another Washington bureaucrat hands
down a ninety-seven page clarification
on the matter, affirmative action officers will go back to their jobs with a
clearer picture of what those jobs encompass-encouraging minority applications, publicizing the institution
through media that will reach
minorities,
soliciting
from
management (or chairmen I sound
reasons for any failures to meet hiring
goals, and defending the rights of
minorities.

The presumed effect of a decision In favor of Bakke on
affirmative action Is plain silly.

Such programs are not

and never were Intended to be rigid quotas.
The presumed effect of a decision in
favor of Bakke on affirmative action
programs is plain silly. Such programs
are not and never were intended to be
rigid quotas.
AFFIRMATIVE action is designed to
attract qualified minorities in hiring
(or school admisssions) procedures,
retain them, and protect them from
discrimination in promotion or salary

I DO NOT know whether Bakke
deserves to win; I simply find the
arguments presently advanced against
him insupportable. I am fully aware
that many will demur from my opinion.
But do so from a posture of clear
thinking, not from a knee-jerk posture
resulting from the over-exposure the
issue has received from the media.
Michael J. O'Neal Is a doctoral
candidate In the English Department.

THE TWO MAJOR arguments advanced in support of the UC-Davis
position are that a decision in favor of
Bakke would de facto dismantle.or at
last cripple, affirmative action
ixograms all over the country, this
setting back the civil rights movement
by years; and that it is socially
desirable to maintain n idre of
minority doctors who would have a
greater propensity to practice in lowincome areas where they a re needed.
The reasoning goes that part of the
goal at Davis as a university is to
supply trained personnel where needed,
and that this goal, in effect, is part of
the implied admissions criteria of
Davis. Both of these arguments I find
insufficient to justify a ruling against
Bakke.

speaking out

'm' T,ll?frNSI2^i?ul'T5jES^aus, SPUNK ANNIVERSARY MIS30N h\ff>! STOP.' WE
VrAKT OJR WUrVM *WS! WELL OH JIMMY cR(fafKH.' WAlfT..'

what drove these insomniacs to their fate?
As I was taking an evening stroll
about 3 a.m. Saturday, I happened upon
a commotion at the tennis courts in
front of Conklin Hall. My curiousity
drew me there to see what was going
on.
What I saw were a dozen insomniacs
wielding tennis rackets in aggressive
fashion.
Some spectators told me the players
were residents of Founders and Rogers
Quads in the midst of a 24-hour tennis
marathon to raise money for the United
Way.
THAT'S WHAT they told me.
But somehow I couldn't believe that
so many individuals would volunteer to
stand out on a patch of asphalt for 50
minutes of every hour for a complete
day and night swinging a latticework
of catgut at an elastic sphere.
So I did some checking and made a
startling discovery. They were not
sane, they were resident advisors, part
of a group therapy session conducted by
Resident Life and the Counseling
Center.
I asked for details from a man
standing behind the fence, taking notes
as he viewed the action. He turned out
to be a staff member in the Counseling
Center.
' 'Our RA's come under a great deal of
duress during the quarter and this is
just a way for them to work out their
pent-up frustrations without hurting
their relationships with hall residents
or damaging furnitue and hall fixtures," the man said.
"OF COURSE, we didn't want them
to realize that they need this therapy

Paul
Lintern

Another said "Put salt in my bed, will
you," and she rifled a volley acres the
net.
Another simply mumbled "Turn that
stereo down," each time he hit the ball,
while his partner systematically
mentioned a resident of her wingbeginning al one end and working her
way to the other-with each swing of the
racket.
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and we didn't want the residents to feel
guilty about causing such strain among
the RA's, so we gave the therapy an
alternate justification, which is why we
are taking contributions for the United
Way," he added.
I thanked him and with that understanding, paid closer attention to
what was happening on the courts.
The play was especially aggressive,
considering that it was the middle of the
morning and the players already had
been playing for 12 hours. Still,
everyone seemed to be volleying as
though they had a distinct purpose for
hitting the ball.
As I moved nearer to the 'court
boundaries, I could hear them making
comments as they hit the ball.
Most of the comments seemed to be a
dedication of the upcoming volley,
presumably to a resident or a room or
residents.
The comments sounded
something like "This is you, Jacoby,"
or "This is for you, room 413."
OCCASIONALLY, the RA's would be
more specific in their comments.
One RA said "So you think short hair
is fumy-looking? Well, take that,"
each time he hit the ball.

I went back to the man with the
notepad.
"That does seem to be good therapy,"
I said. "But do you think they can keep
it up for 24 hours?"
He smiled. "There are a lot of
residents in Founders and Rodgers," he
said.
Paul Lintern is the News feature
editor.
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•^ From Auociatod Prou Report*

French breathe easier under new tobacco law
A new law went into effect yesterday obliging the French to puff less in public or pay
some of the stif test anlismoking fines in Europe.
The rules bar smoking in elevators, post offices, banks, schools, government offices
dealing with the public and any public place frequented by those under 16.
Violators may be fined from $8.25 to $16.50, according to where the outlaw smoker is
caught. But it remained to be seen how severely the new law would be enforced in this
land of individualists.
"It's a very delicate question to tell people to throw away their cigarettes," said a
supervisor at a post office in downtown Paris.
"It's not this way that you'll make me give up smoking," said a colleague. "I'll just
smoke In the back."
"It's an attack on my personal liberty," complained bank employee J.I.. Kapel as a
fellow teller squashed out her cigarette.
The antismoking measures are part of a year-old Health Ministry campaign that includes a $500.nnn publiritv drive and plans for warning labels on cigarette packs similar
to those in thr U.S.
The fines put France, at least on the books, among the toughest antismoking countries
in Europe. Most countries bar smoking in theaters and buses and designate some
railroad cars and airline seats as no-smoking areas. But an informal survey showed only
Italy had similar - though cheaper- fines.
France's efforts, defined in a law last year, were launched by Health Minister Simone
Veil. She stressed information rather than repression of the smoking habit. The average
French citizen consumes 4.5 pounds of tobacco a year, compared to about nine pounds for
Americans, according to French statistics.
The law provided for instruction in secondary schools and chapters in medical school
texts on the dangers of smoking. American graphics expert Milton Glaser was called in
to design posters reading: "Without tobacco, let's take lungfuls of life."
A ministry spokesman said 1.5 million new posters have been stuck recently around
public buildings reading: "Don't smoke anymore. Don't blow smoke in people's faces.
Thanks."
Mrs. Veil, one of the most popular political figures in France, still smokes, but has
avoided puffing in public since the campaign began, her spokesman said.

Kent-related counci Iman
must face recall election
Barberton City Councilman Albert
Canfora, caught in a backlash of public
opinion from his family's involvement in
Kent State University (KSU) protests, lost
a last last-ditch effort yesterday to block
his recall election.
In appealing to the 9th District Court of
Appeals to halt today's special election,
Canfora challenged the validity of
petitions filed by leaders of the recall
movement.
Canfora contends that 47 of the 227
signatures on the petitions were invalid.
Summit County Common Pleas Court
Judge Evan Reed ruled Oct. 12 that there
was "no real proof" of any fraud or impropriety in the petitions validated by the
board of elections and said it was too late
to stop the election machinery.
The recall petitions were circulated
shortly after Canfora. his wife Ann, and
their four children were arrested in a July
12 demonstration against the construction
of a gym near the site of the 1970 KSU
shootings. Altogether, members of the
family have been arrested 15 times over
the last few months in connection with the
KSU protest
His son Alan. 27, was one ol i".e KSU
students wounded in the 1970 Incident when
Ohio National Guardsmen opened Bra on
antiwar demonstrators.
The 51-year-old Canfora, who first was

elected to council in 1964, apparently faces
an uphill fight in Tuesday's election. The
situation is similar to that of 1971, when
Canfora was defeated for re-election in the
wake of the 1970 incident.
He came back and was elected to a fouryear-term in 1975.

Tribe first baseman's
wife, daughter killed
The wife and 3-year-old daughter of
Cleveland Indians first baseman Andre
Thornton were killed yesterday when the
family van skidded and flipped over on the
ice-covered Pennsylvania Turnpike.
Dead are Gertrude Thornton, 28, and the
couple's daughter Theresa.
Thornton. 28, and 4-year-old Andre
Thornton Jr. were taken to Somerset
Community Hospital for treatment and
later released.
The family lived in Chagrin Falls. Ohio,
but also listed a West Chester. Paresidence, police said.
Thornton, who was driving, sustained
abrasions to the left side of his head, but xrays proved negative. The boy suffered a
bloody nose and complained of pain in the
back of his head. X-rays were negative on
him.
The Cleveland Indians of the American
Ix-ague acquired Thornton in 1976 in a
trade with the Montreal Expos of the
National league.
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Sidewalks considered for South College
By Dennis J. Sadowskl
Managing Editor
Bowling Green City
Council took up the issue of
sidewalks along South
College Drive at its meeting
last night and decided to let
Second Ward Councilman
Wendell Jones look into the
matter.
The area in question,
between Fifth Street and
Napoleon Road, was left
without sidewalks because,
according
to
Council
President Bruce H. Bellard.
few apartment buildings
existed in that section and
there was little need for the
sidewalks when the proposal

BG-TV-7, the "television
equivalent to WFAI, radio,"
began its third year of
operations last week. An
hour of programming is
planned each night.
Graduate
assistant
Robert
Braunlich's
television workshop class.
Radio-TV-Film
468.
produces shows Monday
nights, and the programs are
aired daily at 7 p.m. on
channel 7 on campus cable
televisions.
The hour is divided into
three segments. Beginning
the program is the Falcon
Sports Review, an update on
the Falcon sports scene from
the previous week. Coaches
and players of different
sports will be interviewed.
NEWSFEATURES take
up the second segment. 1 «ist
week, topics included the
McFall Center and the
forensics teams.

ABORTION
$150.00

She said students often
walk in the street and face
the risk of being struck by an
automobile, and added that
when it rains, the soft
shoulder is too muddy to
walk in.
Jones said he had sent
letters last spring to 33
residents that would be
affected by the sidewalk
installation asking if they
were in favor or opposed to
the proposal. Of the 10
responses received. Jones
said they were split on the
matter.

"I DONT THINK there is
anyone here not in favor of
the sidewalks." Bellard said.
"But the problem is. who will
pay for it?"
However,
Student
Government Association
Senator Gail I.. Stoner said
now that more students both college and grade
school — live in the area,
sidewalks are needed.

Third is the coffeehouse,
which presents performers
on and off campus. All types
of
entertainment
arc
planned. This week the
station will broadcast the
Manley Smith Jan Band.
Usually, the first two
segments run 15 minutes
each and the coffeehouse a
half hour. However, the
format is not rigid and the
students can add a special
segment if they desire.
The current format was
adopted
last
spring.
Previously, programming
had consisted of "a potpourri
of individual projects by
students" and Braunlich
said it was too disoriented.
THE NEW FORMAT will

HOWFVKR. HE ADDF.D.
none of the respondents were
totally against the proposal
or paying the assessment

allow the building up of the
audience." Braunlich said
explaining Hut sludents will
become accustomed to
watching tin- program at a
Specific time.
About 2i of the station's
workers arc enrolled in the
class, and another five to 10
volunteer. About 75 percent
of the student! have taken a
beginning
television

production course.
"It's a course but it's
practical experience too,"
Braumlichsaid.
The program is produced
in South Hall. After the
program is taped, it is taken
to the WBGU-TV (Channel
570 studios and is transmitted via cable television
each evening.

LEARN TO ICE SKATE
Join The
University Skating Club
Ev«ry Tues. Night

8-10 P.M.

Lessons for Beginners

TOLL FRFE
9 a.m. IP p m.

BGSU

1-800-438-8113

fee.
City F.ngineer John Mekus
said installing the sidewalks
would not be a major task
and could be done quickly.
He said the only problem
would be that the sidewalks
may not be level with the
road when they are completed.
"We'll take heed to what
you're saying," Bellard
finally told Stoner. "And
we'll see if something can be
done."
Bellard asked Jones to
look into the possibility of
installing the sidewalks.

to extend Thurstin Avenue
northward from East Poe
Road to serve as an access
road to the proposed
Technical Services Building
that will be built soon.
Hoffman said the road
would be about 1,350 feet
long and would have a slight
curve toward the new
facility. He added that a deal
must be worked out between
Industrial Properties, Inc.,
who owns 20 acres adjacent
to the site because part of the
road would be constructed on
its property.
Council then passed a
resolution allowing Hoffman
CITY ADMINISTRATOR
to continue planning the
Wesley K. Hoffman ex- roadway.
plained to council a proposal

University Theatre
presents

A DELICATE BALANCE
in tin- Main Auditorium Hi 8 p.m.

Wed. thru Sat.. Oct. 10-22
Fur reservation* cull or
\i-ii box office in I

372-2710

Hull

11 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

BG students 81.50 with II) eard
Edward Albee will leeture at 4 p.m.
in Main Aud. on Wed.. Oct. 19

FREE!
**•*••••••••*••••••••*

GRADUATE
STUDENTS
YOU MAY KNOW
YOUR CORRECT
ADDRESS
BUT DO WE?

*
*
*
*

To ensure receipt of bills, grades, preregistration materials and validation
cards, please visit the office of
GRADUATE ADMISSIONS or give us a
call at 372 ?793 to let us Know of any
changes.

Ice Arena

Belkin Productions and WMI

Welcome

IT MAY MAKE LIFE
A LITTLE EASIER.

Thursday. Nov. 10

- FEATURING Chor Broilad St«ohi ond Chop»

8 P.M.

Foil Court* Fomlly Olnnar

£ Ice Cream Social:
c Oct. IS at 7:30 jun.
3
Popcorn Party:
Oct. 20 at 7:30 p.m.

Toldeo Mason ie
Auditorium

Our Dough is
TOUCH...
w» ol PitoncHo % beliwe 'hot pirio linl
pwo wnl»»* <* hot dowgh vrtxthy to
iuppo-t .1

t WAFFLES
Open Tuts, thru Sol. 7:30-8:00
Sundoyi 7:30-7:00

All teals reserved
Tirkels on Sale Now al:
Finders, B.C.; Masonic Auditorium Box Office; Central
Travel and Ticket; & LaSalle's Downtown und Woodville.

Last year's concert in B.G. sold nut.
so buy your tickets NOW!

A piiia <••»•• hatf H to good.

20.1 V Milill

13 VARIETIES PANCAKES

One Show Only!
Tickets $6 - $5

qsny oi|en ODI i>i\eQ qsny

BTi He ws
APPLY AT THE NEWS OFFICE
106 UNIVERSITY HALL

I

\

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

DO SOMETHING
DIFFERENT
THIS WEEKEND

\

ADVERTISING
SALESPEOPLE
NEEDED AT THE

413 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

Closed Monday
412 East WoosUr

A.

Hoxliuy (.r.-.n

352-5166

if

*
*
*
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BILLY JOEL

All girls are
welcome!

Of

for the second ward improvement project was
made several years ago.
Bellard explained that
finances also were a problem
at the time and the decision
was made to proceed with
the project without the
sidewalks.

BG-TV-7 plans nightly show
for third year of operation

Ul Sis Rush

Pumpkin Sale

Oct. 19

SGA's Stoner approaches city council

/

Dress Spectacular!
Tuesday only

SKY DIVE

AT
CENTRAL OHIO SPORT
PARACHUTE CENTER

(Just in time for those Homecoming parties)

All Dresses
Short & Long

20% off
OPEN TILL 9:00 P.M.

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

V
r

\

Classes Wed. Thru Sun.
10 A.M. RAIN OR SHINE
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT
(STUDENT CARD NEEDED)
Rt. 95
419-845-2193
Between
419-947-1833
Marion & Mt. Gilead
1

>
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Around the University
Anderson Gang supports
Paul X Moody petition drive
A petition drive in support of Paul X Moody will be held
today and tomorrow in the Union lobby. The drive is sponsored by the Anderson Gang, an organization founded in the
early 1970s to deal with campus issues.
The petition will be presented to the judges at the Ohio
Supreme Court where Moody plans to appeal his conviction
fur attempted rape.
Kenneth W. Simonson, a member of the Anderson Gang,
said the drive will "be a good way to show our support for
him (Moody).
Simonson said the Anderson Gang will work with campus
issues such as the University Police controversy surrounding
alleged harrassment of minority students and the proposal
for comprehensive final exams.
The Black Student Union and the Paul X Moody Defense
Fund will be working with the Anderson Gang during the
petition drive.
Moody also is a member of the Anderson Gang.

•••
When State Sen. Donald E. "Bun" Lukens (RMiddlctown) visited the University and the Wood County
area earlier this month, no one was supposed to know about
it.
However, forces In the campaign of State Rep. Charles F.
Kurfcss (R-Perrysburgl learned that I.ukens was In the
area.
I.ukens, who Is seeking the Republican Party's nomination
for governor in next June's primary election, as is Kurfcss,
according to a source close to the Kurfess campaign, apparently was trying to make Inroads into the area.
Kurfess has been endorsed by the Wood County Republican
ly. which will hurt whatever chances I.ukens has in
ing a substantial portion of the final vote.

•••
University President Hollls A. Moore Jr. may have a new
office, but it contains some very old furnishings.
Moore's office in McFall Center displays a number of items
that belonged to former University presidents, including a
bench and glass cabinet doors from Dr. Homer B. Williams,
the University's first president (1912-19371.
A tea cart, cabinet and chairs from Presidents Offenhauer.
Prout and McDonald, respectively, also contribute to the
preservation of history, and Moore's desk is one of the
original tables from the 1925 University library.
The furniture is identified with plaques, stating names anu
dates of past presidents.
The idea is that the room will "serve as an office and at the
same time preserve at least a few of the momentos that have
been passed down from the history of the University," Moore
said.

Grad College minority enrollment up
By Jamie Herman
Staff Reporter
Improved Graduate College recruiting for minorities and
women has raised the female graduate student enrollment at
the University above the national average and resulted in a
150 percent increase last year in minority enrollment.
According to Graduate College Dean John E. La Tourette,
the national average female graduate enrollment is about 43
percent. The University's female enrollment is slightly more
than 50 percent
Between 1970-75, national enrollment of women in graduate
and professional schools rose by 75 percent. Male enrollment
by 23 percent.
A HIGH proportion of women in graduate programs in the
College of Education accounts for much of the high female
enrollment, \AI Tourette said.
An objective of the Graduate College is to recruit more
women in other areas.
"I wouldn't say a quota, but it gets close to that," La
Tourette said, adding that concentration will be in areas with
low numbers of women, such as mathematics.

"I think what we need to do is to offer more assistance ui
areas where they're (women) underrepresented." La
Tourette said. In the past, women were viewed as being less
committed than men to graduate education, he explained.

AT THE GRADUATE assistant level, stipends are $3,241
with a five percent increase for those returning. Teaching
fellows receive $4,410 plus the five percent increase for
returning fellows.

"NOW WE'VE broken some of these barriers," he said.
After the adoption of affirmative action guidelines in 1974,
the Graduate College increased minority enrollment in 1976
to 140 students or 150 percent. In 1972, 5G minority students
were enrolled in graduate education.
More minority students are enrolled in the College of Arts
and Sciences than any other college. But there has been an
increase ti minority enrollment in business, reflecting a
national trend of awareness of career opportunities for
minorities.

"I'd like to see stipends move closer to $3,500. Fifty or
60,000 in additional funding would be very helpful," La
Tourette said.
A stipend increase probably would be some consolation to
graduate assistants and teaching fellows with heavy
workloads.
La Tourette said the workload is too heavy in some areas,
particularly in introductory and lab courses which graduate
assistants and teaching fellows usually instruct.
By staggering these courses more evenly through the year,
the burden can be lessened. La Tourette said.

I-a Tourette said stipends for graduate students generally
were competitive nationally, which makes it difficult to
request for a stipend increase from the University budget
council.

Discrimination complaint filed by
unsuccessful male queen entry
By lull' Hollo
Staff Heporter
While students voted for
homecoming king and queen
yesterday, a male student,
who was not selected as a
queen finalist, filed a
complaint which he hopes
will "stop the election
process."
Senior Rock Ross, who
claims he has been sexually
discriminated against,
submitted
a
written
grievance to Myron M.
Chenault, director of Equal
Opportunity Compliance.
Ross alleges that preinterview publicity implying
"the illegitimacy of a male
running for queen" and an
initial refusal by the Student
Activities
Office
to
acknowledge his candidacy
denied him a fair interview.

THE COMPLAINT also
says that a member of the
screening committee asked
him why he did not run for
king, which, Ross said, was
not asked any other queen
candidate.
According to Joyce M.
Bresler, student activities
assistant, candidates were
asked the same questions
and
Ross
was
not
discriminated against.
Bresler. who said she was
unaware of the complaint
maintained that man and
women could apply for king
or queen.
"He (Ross) did not rank
high enough to be a finalist In
either of the categories," she
said.

Activities Office and candidates might have found
something better to do with
their time than participate in
a king-queen contest
"I just find it surprising
that in 1977 we have to deal
with those kinds of issues. It
seems to me that other
things happening at the
University should have
priority over things such as
this," Chenault said.
He said king and queen
contests may be a violation
of Title IX of the 1972
education amendments,
which forbids gender-based
contests.
The burden of proof is on
the complainant, "but at
some point it shifts," he said.

CHENAULT WILL investigate the complaint but
said he believes the Student

ROSS MUST show he has
been discriminated against,
which Chenault said, "he can

LISe TO THE NEW

FM104
WIOT-STEREO

do rather easily" after which
the Student Activities Office
must prove it did not
discriminate.
He said he does not see the
problem as the mistreatment of Ross but as the
structure of the contest and
rapped the Student Activities
Office for not seeking his
advice.
"No one consulted with me
about it. Had the Student
Activities Office come to me
before they set it up, my
advice would have been to
have a homecoming person
■jr not to have it all,"
Chenault said.
Ross said he hopes to begin
the hearing of his grievance
before the announcement of
king and queen Saturday,
adding that if he cannot stop
this year's proceedings.
"I'm hoping that this will be
the last year they have this
kind of insanity.
"A contest like this tends
to endorse and perpetuate
sexual stereotypes. I was
hoping I would show people
that anyone of any sex can do
anything." Ross said.

Bakke forum
A forum on the Bakke case, being reviewed by the U.S.
Supreme Court, which will determine If affirmative action
programs will be upheld or not. will be presented at t p.m.
today in the Amaru Room. Commons.
Myron Chenault.
director of Equal Opportunity
Compliance at the University, and other faculty and staff
members will speak. The discussion is free and open to
the public.

Gay Union
An organizational meeting of the Gay Union will be held
at 7:30 p.m. today in the Pink Dogwood Suite, Union.
Activities for the upcoming year will be discussed.,
The meeting is open to the public.

Marathon winners
Paul Emery, 110 N. Enterprise St.. finished in first place
Saturday in the Charis Community Mini-marthon. His
time over the six-mile course was31 minutes. 59 seconds.
Harry Auserdan, 3 Spring Hill Drive, finished second at
32:19 and Tom McSheffery, Junior, finished third.
Zelda Weaver, freshman, finished first among the
woman entrants with a time of 48:19.
In the 40 years and older category, Richard Weaver, 55,
Mansfield, completed the course in 51:07.

Skating party
The Black Board of Cultural Activities is sponsoring the
first skating party at the Castle Skating Rink,
gerrysburg, from 8-11 p.m., Nov. 4.
Cost of the outing is $2. and includes round-trip transportation and admission to the rink. For further information, contact the Office of Student Development, 442
Student Services Bldg.
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Put A Little "Zip In Your Hip"
A Little "Slide In Your Glide"
And A Little "Bump In Your Rump"
With The

I W^T

FLATLAND SOUND CO.
All The Best In Disco & Rock & Roll

THE ALBUM STATION

Call 2-4455 For Beer Blasts, Date
Parties, Formals, And Teas
(formerly associated with Rookie O'Ryan)

AT LEAST 104 REASONS TO BE GLAD YOU'RE GOING TO SCHOOL IN
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NORTHWESTERN OHIO
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Local Briefs

Come With Us To ARUBA
per Person
Per Person
$339
$349
^
Triple Basis
Twin Basis
DECEMBER 10-17
Talk to Kothy Robinson in Speech Dept. or Dr. Willard Fox
in Education. They went last year & had a great time.

Sign up in UAO Office, 3rd floor, Union
Deadline Monday Oct. 31st
$100 deposit required

DON'T DREAM ABOUT IT — DO IT!

r

' ^w w

No other gift says so much...
No other gift says "Love" so eloquently!
Come in and look over our many
exciting styles at a price you can afford!

Yes
We have a Sale!
10-50% off entire store stock for our

8th Anniversary
Come in for free coffee
and (Iomits!
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OCE provides opportunities for new learning experiences
By Bob Weingartner
A little-known University
service offers something for
everyone 18 to 80 and includes activities ranging
from karate to shorthand.
The Office of Continuing
Education (OCE), 504
Administration Bldg., offers
undergraduate credit
courses as part of its evening
program, as well as noncredit courses, conference
development, summer
sessions and workshops and
a off-campus Continued
Learning Center.
Students enrolled for
credit in the OCE evening
program are classified
University students and
enjoy OCE administrative
services and support.
Credits earned are applicable toward a degree.
Some entering students
have to meet the usual
University admission
requirements, although most
applicants have been out of
school long enough that
requirements may be
waived.
ENROLLMENT in OCE
non-credit
courses
is
growing, according to
Sandra
Wright,
OCE

assistant director.
"We have about 500 people
(enrolled) this quarter
taking non-credit courses,
the largest number ever,"
she said. "Quite a few of
them are from Kindlav and
Toledo."
Noncredit courses are
taught "by people who are
knowledgeable
on
a
(specific) subject. They
might be professionals,
faculty or a student if he or
she has a particular expertise," Wright said.
"The non-credit courses
usually meet one night a
week for 10 weeks and
usually are taken for personal development and
enrichment," she added.
Non-credit courses are
beneficial "because they are
taken voluntarily and meet
in smaller groups. There is
not as much pressure
because, basically, they're
less formal," she said.
AS A COMPLEMENT to
the traditional curriculum at
the University. OCE also
develops and coordinates
short-term — usually one
day — intensive education
programs through conferences, workshops and
seminars.
These programs help

make University resources
available to professionals
outside the University.
Wright said.
"The workshops are
almost
exclusively
professionally oriented in
that they're helping the
person develop a joboriented skill," Wright said.
Some
professional
workshops award Continuing
Education Units (CEU).
which, according to Wright,
are "a way to measure time
spent
in
continuing
education. They don't add up
to a degree, but...they let an
employer know how much
class time you've had."
One CEU is the equivalent
of 10 contact hours. Most
people who attend conferences do so for job-related
reasons, and accordingly,
their employers usually pay
course fees.
THE OFFICE of Continuing Education also is
active in preparing summer
workshops as well as
summer credit and noncredit courses in cooperation
with the summer sessions
dean.
The courses, seminars and
workshops offered by OCE at
the University meet at 5:30
p.m. or later because of

filled by University students
and are admitted on a spaceavailable bases.
The only money outlays
will be for such things as lab
fees and textbooks. Credits
earned in the program are
applicable towards a degree,
although most of the people
take them for personal

room shortages, according
to Wright, who added that
there is a possibility of
scheduling noon-hour classes
in the future.
The Continued Learning
Center is a communitybased extension of OCE
located at 194 S. Main St It
offers free information and
guidance to those thinking of
returning to school, entering
employment or becoming
active in the community.
WORKSHOPS,
UNIVERSITY
referral,
credit and non-credit
courses, free vocational and
educational training and, in
a pinch, classroom space are
some of the services
provided by the Center to
adults in northwest Ohio.
The
University
has
adopted, in cooperatin with
OCE, a vehicle to promote
continuing education
through Senior Adult Grants
for Education (SAGE) which
allows all Ohio residents
more than 60 years old to
enroll at the University
without payment of instructional or general fees.
Those enrolled in the
SAGE program will be
allowed only into those
classes which have not been

Signup at 7:308 30 a.m.
tomorrow for non school
schedules and 8 9f p.m.
Thursday
tor
school
schedules in the Forum,
Student Services Bldg
A data sheet must be
turned in at the time of sign
up. In addition, students
must turn In a data sheet or
resume to establish . a
credential file or they will
not be allowed to interview.
BUSINESS
Oct. 31
Chevrolet
Information
System. Junior program
mer: B or M computer
science or information
system. Prefer December or
March graduates.

Nov. 1
Battelleand Battelle Staff
accountant:
B
or
M
accounting.
J.L.
Hudson
Co
Management trainee: B
business or fashion mer
chandisma
Operations

Morning" by the British group Uriah Heep; "Sunny" by
the British group Boni M.' and "Ciao Bambino Sorry" by
French songstress Mireille Mathieu.
The Soviet hit parade was topped by "My Homeland"
sung by Sofia Rotaru.
UNLIKE WESTERN rankings, usually based on record
sales, the Russian list is complied from questionnaires
distributed In record stores..
In an interview, Moskovsky Kontsomolets record editor
Yuri Silinov said the list was started because "a lot of
young composers are coming out in the Soviet Union and a
lot is happening in foreign music. We thought about it. and
decided a parade like this could help systematize things."
He said eligibility for the list would be limited to songs
sold in the Soviet Union or played on Soviet radio. But
since few foreign rock records are available in record
stores here, Soviet fans may not be able to get their hands
on some of the top 10 recordings.

Campus Calendar
Campus Calendar is a list of the day's events (meetings,
lectures and entertainment), provided as a service to
readers. Unless otherwise noted, the events are tree and
open to the public To submit a listing. Campus Calendar
forms are available at the News ottice. 106 University
Hall, 37? ?003 There is no charge tor submitting listings to
this section
TUESDAY

Black Greek Council
7 30 p.m., 117 Hayes Hall.
Future Foods Professionals
7 30 p.m., 104 Home
Economics Bldg.
College Republican Club
730 p.m., River Room,
Union.
La Un on deEstudiantes Latinos
7 30p.m , 207Hanna
Hall.
SkatmgClub
8 10pm , Ice Arena
Design Club
8:30 p.m.. Design department, second
floor Health Center

Meetings
Lectures
Women torWomen
12:30 p.m., Taft Roon Union.
Twig Fellowship -- I 30 pm., Faculty Lounge. Union,
Sponsored by The Way Ministry.
International Coffee Hour
?4 p.m.. International
Lounge, 17 Williams Hall.
Residence Life Association
5:30 p.m., Student
Courtroom, Student Services Bldg.
Art Therapy -- 6:30 p.m., 201 Fine Arts Bldg. infor
mation meeting
Environmental interest Group — 7 p.m.. Faculty
Lounge, union
Child and Family Development — 7 p.m., Living Center,
Home Economics Bldg.
Benjamin Franklin Society - 7pm, Taft Room, Union.
Women's basketball fry outs — 7 p.m.. North
(Women's) Gym.
Library Media Club— 7 30 p.m., 203 Hayes Hall Open
to those in library and educational media.
Gay Union — 7:30 9 p.m., Pink Dogwood Suite, Union.

FAST RELIEF
FROM COLDS.
FLU AND
SINUS
CONGESTION!

it i system seminar - 1:30 p.m.. 246 IE T Bldg.
"Male Female Relating'' lecture
2:30 5 p.m., River
Room, Union, Open to those who signed up
"Moviegoing in Walker Percy's 'The Moviegoer'"
English lecture
4p m , Alumni Room, Union.
Tutoring session
7 30 p.m., 213 Education Bldg. For
Accounting 221 and 222 students, sponsored by Beta Alpha
PSl.
Entertainment

Continuing Education is more and more to nuke
program becaude it provides our
programs
selfa worthwhile service to the supporting," she said.
University with a minimal
expenditure of University
funds.
"Most of our programs are
self-supporting... we're
supported (in part) by the
University but our tendency

Read
the News

Placement Schedule

Russian rockers get top 10 hit parade
MOSCOW (AP) - In a new concession to the growing
Russian ranks of pop music fans, a Soviet newspaper has
begun publishing a hit parade of the "top 10" Soviet and
foreign tunes.
The feature, called "Musical Parade," includes lists of
Soviet and foreign songs most popular in the Soviet Union.
The monthly lists began appearing Saturday in
Moskovsky Komsomolets, the newspaper of the Moscow
Young Communist league. The paper is already popular
among young people for another column. "Sound Track."
which carries details of the Soviet and foreign music
scene.
THE FIRST CHART lists the top foreign song as
"Indian Summer" by French singer Joe Dassin. Others
are "Souvenirs" by Greek singer DemisRussos; "Money.
Money. Money" and "S.O.S." by the Swedish group Abba;
"I Am Alone" by the Dutch group Teach-In; various
renditions of the Spanish song "El Bimbo"; British singer
Elton John's "Goodbye, Yellow Brick Road": "July

enrichment
"We do have a few
people...that are working
toward degrees." Wright
said, "but it's difficult since
they can only get into
courses on a space-available
basis."
Wright said she is pleased
with the success of the

supervisor (warehouse): B
business (production or
operations management,
processing)
Montgomery Ward Retail
store manager trainee: B
business or home economics.
December
and
March
graduates.
Peat. Marwick, Mit:hell
Staff accountant: B or M
accounting.
Stores
Rike's
Dept
Assistant buyer trainee: Bor
M retailing & management,
general
business.
marketing, management or
merchandising
UARCO, Inc Business
forms sales representative:
B or M any major with a
strong interest in sales
Yellow Freiuht System
Management trainee: B or
M business.

Nov. 2
Goldblatts
Executive
management training
positions: B or M any major
with a slrong desire tor retail
management

Prudential Insurance Co
Special agent management
trainee,
marketing
representative: B or M
marketing.
insurance,
business administration,
management,
finance,
sociology.
economic s
Position istor sales .ind sales
management II interested
in a position In investments.
finance, under writ I ng
personnel or actuarial, send
in resume

National
City
Bank
Management development
program in the fields ol
commercial banking, retail
banking or bank operations
B
or
M business
or
etonomics
EDP Systems
and proqramminu: B or M
computer science or In
formation *.ystems.
louche Ross & Co Staff
Accountant:
B
or
M
,n i otmlinq.

Nov 4

Nov. 3
Central Intelligence
Agent . Economic analyst:
M economics
Computer
programmer
B or M
computer science Physical
scientist: B or M physics or
math Secretary: Associate
or
B secretary
ad
ministration,
office
management or executive
let ri'Mry
Detoroii Bank and trust
Management trainee: B
business or liberal at hi
Business Forms
t Moore
Sales representative: B or
M any m.»|0r

Reliance Electric
Sales
Representative: B business
or industrial technology
TRW
Replacement
Division
Field
sales
representative: B business
Junior programmer: B
Information systems or
computer science. Minimum
I0GPA
West In-Id Companies
U nder writer field
representative: B business
or
economics
Oata
processing
trainee:
B
computer science or In
foi mation systems

Classifieds
LOST* FOUND
Sililver braided ring lost
Sentimental value 7 ll?4.
Tap shoes lost Reward Barb
37? 4777.
SERVICES Of Pimp
BICYCLE REPAIR cheap and
at your home Call Rob at 37?
1366.
EXPERT
TYPING
reasonable rates. 35? 7305.
Progressive ideas In Geron
tology
Milieu
Therapy
Workshop, October 28, 79 at
United Christian Fellowship
Center, cost $25.00 Sponsored
by University of Michigan,
Community Services Projects
and Family Services of
Greater Toledo. 15 Cont Ed.
credits available from U of M.
lor attendance. Contact: Jan.
Community Services at 352
7534
Babysitting College Student w
Red Cross training. Reliable.
Have car. Call Kathy at 352
3090.
PERSONALS
KD Diamonds: The band was
fantastic, the coneheads were
great, don't worry, AOT is a
long wait. Thanks for the
serenade Love, your sisters
Kappa Sig's: Sorry this Is late
but last Friday's tea was
really great! Thanx TheAX's
The entire fourth
floor
Bromfield Manor Penthouse
thanks the lovely ladies of 3rd
Moor Ashley for a great 10 8 77
party! Most other girls just
don't compare! Doit again?

Field hockey — 4 p.m., field adjacent to Stadium. BGSU
women's team vs Oberlin.
Student swim — 7:30 9:30 p.m., Natatorium, 25 cents
admission.
World series — 8 p.m., Carnation Room, Union
Televised game.

Come meet the hi sis'sof Delta
Tau Delta at open rush Oct IB
and ?0 at 7 30 p m. If you want
excitement Delta Tau Delta is
the place to be!
Roy Happy 2nd anniversary!
These 2 years have been the
greatest. Love, PO.
Congratulations. Laurie and
Shane, on your DZ PMD (from
ONU) pinning This makes two
down and one lo go! When will
it be? Love, your DZ sisters.
Congratulations. Tom and
Paul, on your Sigma Phi
Epsilon pledging. Have fun!
Jan.
Make your day special! Put
the dial at 680 AM. WFAL
radio. ? 2418.
Lori, surprised after all?!
What you've been waiting tor
all year long. Going active
Sunday and now no more
baiting Congratulations to you
and all the new Alpha Gam
Actives. Nancy.
George
Tralkos.
congratulations on being
named SAE brother of the
week and candidate for
Homecoming King. Keep up
the good work. The Brothers.
What have we got for you?
George Benson tickets!!
WFAL 680 AM 2 2418.
WANTED
Experienced musicians
needed for rock band Contact
35? 8949.
Babysitter needed Mon &
Thurs. afternoons. Must have
car. 35? 3433.

PAGE'S P/ZZ^

Rmmte needed large house
all util near campus. 35? 1MB
or 352 5894
1 temale rmmte tor winter
and or spring. S/7 per mo Call
after 4. 35? 4725.
1 female rmmte. needed for
wmter and spring. Close to
campus $80per mo pluselec.
35? 8959.
l female lo sun lease rm m
house across from campus.
Winter qtr only. Call Brenda

353 7835.
HELPWANTED
Address ■ rs
Wanted
Immediately! Work at home
no experience necessary
excellent pay Write American
Service, 8350 Park Lane. Suite
26V. Dallas, Texas 75231
FOR SALE
197? Datsun Calif, custom pick
up with camper Sell at blue
book price Leave number at

352 7090
1977 Monarch loaded with
options, low mileage & in mint
condition List price $5800 00.
will ta"ke first olfer over
$4300 00 Call Dr Girona 3/?
0151 Tues. or Thurs. early
afternoon, or late evenings at
288 0181

1973 Subaru 4 door with
radlahY 35 mpg Winterized.
Reasonable. Call 35? 4048
One full set MacGreqor golf
clubs 4 woods, 8 irons, ping
Duller., baq and knit head
covers Call? 4455
1973 Dodge B ?00 van Par
tially customized Must sell.
Make offer Call after 6 30.353
0V64
19// Buddy mobile home l?by
60, ? bedrm , washer dryer,
carpeted and skirted $4,500.
Call alter 5. 35? ?I97.
Conn 8 D French horn with
Lawson lead pipe 35? 8352.
FOR RENT
A
VERY
NICE
APT.
IN
WATERVILLE8 Ml. FROM
BG MATURE APPLICANTS.
REASONABLE RENT. Call I
878 9695 after 5.
Cross country ski rental. D. J.
Shop 115 W Merry Call 352
9157.
_^____
? rm. turn efficiency. $125.00.
Call 352 0717.
Across Irom campus, mobile
home 2 bdrms. Jan. June
lease. 35? 6393 or 35? 3484

SIT ON IT!
m

Tuesday Nigfa Buffet.
Eat Cheap.

-Rexall

HOT LEMON

FOR COLDS

fit**
HOT LEMON

MUG
with purchssi-

whih

mmti

/MM

It woriu l»1 to help relieve

firti. httdachi, sniffling.
sneering, ruul congestion ind

minor tents ind puns thtt
iccofflptm/ colds tnd flu I Ttstts
fckcitus-hht hot Itmontdt!

Contains Vitamin C!
tO single - dose packets

$1.98

Dorsey's Rexall Drugs
500 E. Wooster

"By the Tracks"

All the pizza and salad you can eat—$2.09
(kids under 6 —$1.29). Enjoy the spectacular
variety of pizza (thick and thin crust),
the fresh, crispy greens from the salad bar
and your choice of dressing and other fixin s.
Every Tuesday night from 5 to 9 p.m.

Don't miss it!

t

^

Pizza inn!

And have your senior picture
taken for the 1978 KEY.
•k Pizzas!
• Subs!

WeSxprt a feeing
you're gonna like us.

Op*n Monday through Thurtday 11:00 a.m. to Midnight
Friday and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to L30 a ML, and
Sunday 12:00 p.m. to 1.30 am

_-_

FT—

Pictures are being taken

* Spaghetti!

PAGLIAl'S

Delivery

• Salads!

Ph.352-7571

945 N. Main B.G.

now through Nov. 4,
r

310 Student Services Building.
The $3.75 sitting fee is
charged to your account.

Call NOW-372-0086
GOOOQOOOOOOOBOBOaOpOBOO

Defense does it again
By Terry Goodman
Sports Editor
KENT, 0.,-The Falcons got away with murder again.
Their offense plays just 30 minutes each game instead of
60. Thank God the defense doesn't do that.
Like a broken record, Bowling Green's offense sputtered
early, but the defense held long enough for the scoring
machine to get wanned up.
The result: Another victory, this time 14-10 over Kent State
before 15,714 disheartened homecoming fans at Dix Stadium.
BG raised its Mid-American Conference mark to 3-1 and
moved into the thick of the tightest league race ever. Coach
Denny Stolz's team is tied for third with Kent, Central
Michigan and Ball State, but still trails Eastern Michigan 141) and Miami 'W)>.
However. Miami invades as the Falcons' homecoming
opponent this Saturday at Perry Field.
"FUMBLES, PENALTIES and missed assignments on
third and eights. We haven't even scored in the first quarter
yet (this year)," quarterback Mark Miller admitted.
"The offense put us in a hole, but the defense kept hanging
tough." defensive tackle Alex Prosak praised.
All of which made Joe Fan wonder, "What could BG really
do if it played four quarters of football?"
Twice.the defense gave the offense good field position to
start the game and twice, the Falcons fumbled away opportunities. Miller lost a snap on the K-14 and then two
minutes later, Dan Saleet caught a pass, but coughed it up.
Kent then went 53 yards in just three plays, two of them
option plays. Tom Roper, who was the game's leading rusher
with 134 yards in 18 carries, raced around right end 38 yards
for the touchdown.

N«wiphoto by Oova Byott

GET OFF MY BACK - Thais whiil Pale* aide
receiver Dave Dudley Recmi to lie saying after catching ii Mark Miller pass Saturday. Dudley hauled in I

hif> pass (Ilium: the winning touchdown drive as
Buu line (ireen spoiled Kent Slali''s homecoming. 14in.

•
OH) l*MIH>N HAK..AIS DAYS

•

*

BUT THE THREAT of the Golden Flashes running the
option never occurred again because defensive coordinator
Steve Beckholt made a switch.
"After the touchdown, we substituted (Joe) Merrit and
(Craig) Cheetwood for (Andre) Parker and (Bob) Cummins." said Beckholt "We didn't have to worry about the
option run again."
The change in the defensive backfield cut Kent's throat.
Now the only thing that mattered was getting points on BG's
side of the scoreboard.

Liut
wins 1st r

Mike l.uil. former Howling
Green goalie, posted his first
professional victory Sunday
night
I.int. playing for the
Cincinnati Stingers of the
Page 6
World Hockey Association, ^.
posted a (W will over the New
England
Whalers.

Sports
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FRFF

Gift with every
$10 purchase

FRFF
1
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Papers with every
Bong purchase

Flannels
$300

Dresses
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Unbelievable Specials!
Now is the time to
Buy and SAVE!
190 S. Main
353-1355
Mini-Mall, downtown B.G.

Get Your Free
Outdoor Suit
Where You See
This Sign
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Bill and Denny's Automotive Parts Inc.
112-114 East Washington St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Phone 419-352-8421
Hours:

Mon.-Fri.
Sat.

'

8:00
8:00

6:00
5:00

STARTING THE second half. Miller took his team all the
way down to the K-5 before the stubborn Kent defense held.
But after BG's defense yielded a mere one yard during the
next three plays, Kent punted the ball back.
Groth hauled it in on his own 49 yard line and raced 51 yards
up the middle for the tying touchdown.
"We set up the wall to the left, but it was clear up the
middle," said Groth, who has returned a punt back for a
score in each of his three seasons here. "I took a couple of
steps to the left and then just cut straight ahead."
Kent came right back to take the lead on Paul Marchese's
51-yard field goal that hit the crossbar and bounced over, but
the lucky break didn't crush the Falcons.
"We were really playing for the winning touchdown,
anyway," said Miller, who completed 16 of 27 passes for 189
yards.
AND A WINNING touchdown they got. Miller started a
masterful 8-play. 80-yard march on the last play of the third
period by hitting tight end Tom Saleet over the middle for a
25-yard pickup.
Two roughing penalties and a 10-yard scramble by Miller
took the ball to the K-12. A clipping penalty on BG nearly
foiled the drive, setting the pigskin back to the K-28. But
Miller hit Dave Dudley over the middle for 24 yards to set up
his own TD keeper two plays later.
John Spenglcr added the extra point and BG led. 14-KI. with
1.1 minutes left.
The defense did the rest.

Tomorrow

THE HOME GAME against the Michigan Wolverines
wasn't as close.
The Falcons lost. 3-0, in what Gavron called a good team
effort.
"There was good passing," she commented. "The forwards were active and the defense was pressuring."
There were some close calls for the Falcons-once when
offsides was called and twice when goals were called back
because the bull was just outside the striking circle.
Michigan outshot the Falcons 23-M and Whetstone tallied
four saves in her goalkeeping efforts.

Get the scoop on the
hockey
outlook
in
tomorrow's News along
with many other items.
Such as: Who's the
mechanic that worked on
the Falcon football team's
defense'' The cross country
report. Soccer. Women's
golf. The World Series.
All.of that and more
tomorrow.

Specialty team
stops Warren
By Tom Baumann
Assistant Sports Editor
KENT, O- Bowling Green's success against Kent State
was plain and simple: Chalk up one for the defense.
"Our defense was super." Falcon coach Denny Stolz said
matter-of-factly after his troops clubbed the Golden Flashes.
14-10. Saturday. "It was given the game ball for its outstanding play by a vote of the entire team.''
Part of that "team" included the specialty group, which
contained the best kick return team in the country.
"BEFORE THE game, we've criticized our kicking
game." Stolz said. "Let me say that this time it was outstanding."
"We figured we'd kick it to i Norman I Warren and see what
he could do with the ball." Stolz said.
Warren didn't do much. The nation's second best runner
was caught inside his own 20 yard line every time he touched
the ball.
"Groth's (Jeff) punt return was the key of the game." said
Stolz, referring to Groth's 51-yard punt return for a touchdown midway through the third quarter. "It was our first big
play of the year."
LETDOWNS haun'ied Kent State coach Denny Fitzgerald.
"We were not a disciplined football team," he moaned.
"We had to put effort and discipline together. We played with
emotion but no discipline."
Fortunately, the Falcon's defense had plenty of both.

Spikers win,
iose at home

Hooded Pullover Coats

5 3°0
DAILY

"And thankfully, Jeff i Groth) finally returned one for a
TD."

TODAY THE Falcons host Oberlin, beginning at5:30 p.m.,
following a junior varsity game. "If we continue to play as
we have been, we should do well against them," Gavron said.
In IV action, the Falcons lost to Michigan Saturday, 4-0, as
l«i goalie Darla Davis rounded up 12 saves.

Jeans On SALE
Just in from Mexico

10 3

s

A ball that was allowed to "dribble in" was the factor that
cost tlie game for the women's field hockey match against
Miami, according to coach Sue Gavron
The stickers played at Miami University Friday and lost, 10. after a Redskin goal was scored late in the second half.
"It was an evenly matched game," Gavron said. "The
teams distributed the play well."
Ii<; had eight shots on goal to Miami's 13, but Gavron said
although Miami had more, they weren't very forceful.
As for defense. Falcon goalkeeper Pam Whetstone made
three saves.

Jewelry

,0%off

Tuesday. October 18. V

It's hockey time again!
Friday, the Michigan
Wolverines invade the Ice
Arena to meet Bowling
Green, the defending
Central Collegiate Hockeye
Association champion.
The Falcons worked out
yesterday, beating the
Toledo Goaldiggers of the
International Hockey
League. 1-0, in a twoperiod, fight-marred
contest.

By Cheryl Gcschke
Assistant Sports Editor

ft

"We went into the locker room and decided we would try to
tie it up in the third quarter," Miller said. "If we could do
that, it would give us a tremendous psychological advantage.
We would have Kent tied up in the third quarter on its own
field."

^

■ IhtlHIm

Stickers lose 2

It didn't happen in the first half. BG stalled eight more
times and trailed, 7-0, at the halfway point. A third fumble
and a series of incompletions and quarterback sacks slowed
the offense.

Sun.

10:30 - 4:00

In its first quadrangular match of the year, the women's
volleyball team won two matches and lost one Saturday.
In a not too difficult win aganst Baldwin Wallace. Julie
I .en is injured her wrist and Nancy Krieger replaced her.
"We had to do things wc weren't prepared to do," coach
Pat Peterson said.
Hut the Falcons came out ahead, 15-5.15-10.
In the second game of the day. Defiance attacked well and
defended well, but not enough to conquer the Falcons' winning streak yet. BG won in two straight games, 15-7, 15-K).
NOT UNTIL they faced Cleveland State, one of the top
three teams in the state, did BG relinquish a win.
Coming back from a KM deficit in the first match, BG won
the first game, thanks to Kim Yard's blocking and Nancy
Kneger's serves. They made a comeback and stopped CSU
15-12. but lost the next two games, 9-15,7-B.
In JV play. BG beat Defiance 15-13, 1V5 and Baldwin
Wallace 15-1,15-1.
Tomorrow, both teams travel to Toledo to face the Rockets
at Centennial Hall beginning at 7 p.m. Cheryl Geschke

Tickets
A student ID ticket exchange continues today in Memorial
Hall for Friday night's hockey opener against Michigan at
the Ice Arena.
Students holding ID cards are guaranteed game tickets,
providing they exchange them by 5 p.m. today. After that
time. ID exchanges continue on a first-come, first-serve
basis.

HmaMl by Yu

SPIKKR-Junior Anne Eihleman. spikes the ball to one of the opponents at the quadrangular match at Anderson Arena over the weekend.
The Falcons beat Baldwin Wallace and Defiance bat teat to Cleveland
State.
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